This map contains information on physical access to roads according to information most precise at the time of publication. The state of the roads shown here only the state of the road itself and does not take consideration of the political or security situation.

Your contribution is essential to keep the information published in this valid and updated map, don’t hesitate to send your reports to the logistics cluster. The road conditions published on this map may change at any time because of sudden events, including meteorological or safety. The logistics cluster cannot be held responsible for incidents following these changes. Please check traffic information or safety before any movement.

THE LOGISTICS CLUSTER CANNOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR INCIDENTS FOLLOWING CHANGES. PLEASE CHECK TRAFFIC INFORMATION OR SAFETY BEFORE ANY MOVEMENT.

The designations employed and the presentation of material in the map(s) do not imply the expression of any opinion on the part of WFP concerning the legal or constitutional status of any country, territory, city or sea, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries.

The designations employed and the presentation of material in the map(s) do not imply the expression of any opinion on the part of WFP concerning the legal or constitutional status of any country, territory, city or sea, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries.

Data sources: Esri, USGS, NOAA

Map Reference: SDH_CF_AccessConstraints_AK_230520202

Population places: OCHA/Retrieved/Lord

Road Condition

- Open/Unrestricted
- Open only for humanitarian cargo
- Access Difficulties (Rain, Flood, Stream, Mud)
- Road Inaccessible (Rain, Flood, Stream, Mud)
- Primary Road
- National Capital
- Major Town
- Intermediate Town
- Village